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culous acts of the soul? Ah, M, Diderot, let us confess our
ignorance! The more our ideas about these matters multiply,
the more am I persuaded that God has treated these meta-
physicians as He did the architects of Babel, who wanted to
mount to the sky in spite of their littleness. He granted them the
gift of languages only that He might confound them with the
multiplicity of words and prevent them from understanding each
other.
Madame Necker's brilliant daughter, Germaine, growing
up in the stimulating, romantic, and intellectual environment
of Coppet, Saint-Ouen, and of the hotel of the Controle
G6n6ral in the Rue Neuve des Petits Champs and of the Rue
Berg&re (whither the family removed after Necker left the
Contrdle General in 1781), gradually came to take a more and
more leading part in the mother's salon, until she herself
became its centre. In 1786 Germaine married the Baron de
Stael-Holstein, Ambassador of Sweden at Paris; but although
she and her husband lived in their own hotel, the Swedish
Embassy in the Rue du Bac, Madame de Stael continued to
be the chief figure in the Necker salon, which with her retained
more than all its former brilliance down to 1790, when after
Necker's second Ministry the family left Paris for Coppet.
Madame de Stael, after her mother's death, continued, as
it were, her mother's salon at Coppet, the charming country-
house on the Lake of Geneva. Sainte-Beuve describes the
society there:
The life at Coppet was " chdteatt life/' There were often as
many as thirty people there, strangers and friends; the most
frequent visitors were Benjamin Constant, M. August Wilhelm
von Schlegel, M, de Sabran, M. de Sismondi, M. de Bonstetten,
the Barons de Voght, de Balk, etc. Every year brought back
there once or oftener M. Matthieu de Montmorency, M. Prosper
de Barante, Prince August of Prussia, the celebrated beauty
designated at the moment by Madame de Genlis under the name
of Ath&iais; a crowd of fashionable people, of acquaintances of
Germany or of Geneva*
The philosophical and literary conversations, always witty or
lofty, began about eleven o'clock in the morning at the breakfast-

